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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 PROJECT OVERVIEW

One goal of the SWOE Program is to enhance the operational capabilities of future

smart weapons through more comprehensive consideration of the environment. A key

element of the SWOE program is a planned sensor evaluation and test facility for

millimeter wave and infrared sensors. Sensor studies will be carried out using both actual

field data and simulated data. The purpose of the Cloud Scene Model Development project

is to meet the latter objective by simulating realistic cloud fields for use in radiometric

sensor evaluation studies as well as scene visualization. Two major efforts of the Cloud

Scene Simulation project are model software development and applied research.

Model software development tasks include the design, implementation, integra-

tion, testing, documentation and delivery of two interim models and a final cloud model.

Applied research tasks include the analysis of cloud data (specifically liquid water

density) and a comparison of various synthetic field generation techniques. Results from-

these analyses are used in model development with the goal of producing physically and

visually realistic cloud fields with computational efficiency.

The six technical tasks are outlined below,

Task 1 MODEL DESIGN

Analyze SWOE requirements. Design a stochastic cloud scene simulation
model based on observed cloud morphology and atmospheric physics.
Specify algorithms, data structures, data flows and software architecture.
Define the software interface with other SWOE computer codes.

Task 2 MODEL VERSION 1 (The Prototype Model)

Rapidly implement, test and deliver a prototype cloud model based on the
Boehm sawtocth wve technique for generation of random fields. Model
stratiform cloud type only. Test software before delivery. Prepare a user

1d



Task 3 STUDIES AND ANALYSES

Survey recent scientific literature to identify prior investigations of the
spatial and temporal variability of cloud water over geographical regions
of interest. If necessary, locate, obtain and analyze empirical cloud data.
Compare alternate field generation algorithms and determine model
parameters which will result in cloud shapes and water distributions
characteristic of stratiform, cumnuliform and cirriform cloud types.

Task 4 MOt -L VERSION 2 (The Interim Model)

Refii the prototype model based on the results of Task 3. Add the
capability to generate cirriform cloud types. Implement the cloud shadow
post-processor. Test prior to delivery. Prepare a user guide.

Task 5 SWOE COMPATIBILITY

Evaluate selected SWOE cloud history databases and radiative transfer
models for compatibility with the cloud scene simulation model. Optimize
the cloud shadow post-processor for typical SWOE usage.

Task 6 MODEL VERSION 3 (The Enhanced Model)

Refine the interim model using the knowledge gained in previous tasks.
Develop a cumuliform cloud raiodel, add temporal evolution and a
variable-resolution grid uption to the model. Implement a visualization
post-processor to convert cloud model output fields to polygonal isobur-
faces. Test software prior to delivery. Prepare a user guide.

The technical findings and conclusions drawn from Tasks 1 through 5 were dis-

cussed in a previous report (Ref. 1). In this report, we describe new developments cuhni-

hating in the enhanced cloud model, Task 6.

Much of the overall design of the enhanced model is similar to the prototype and

interim models developed previously and documented in Ref. 1. In that document we

described the requirements analysis and design of the cloud model. Here we recreate the

table that lists the SWOE requirements for the cloud scene simulation model and the cor-

responding model design decisions (Table 1). The enhanced model accommodates all of

the requirements listed in the table and therefore replaces the prototype and interim

models.

Those capabilities that were developed since Ref. I and are unique to the enhanced

model are documented in detail in Section 2 of this report. They include: a variable-

resolution output grid, a more flexible fractional Brownian motion model that allows for
point-wise field evaluation, temporal evolution and a cumulus convection model.

2



Table 1 Overall SWOE Cloud Model Requirements and Design

SWOE MODEL REQUIREMENTS DESIGN DECISIONS

1 Produce realistic spatial and temporal distributions
of cloud water (for stratiform, c~rriform and
cumuliform types) in the absence of real data.

2 Treat the ccorplex structure of clouds for realism
in radiometric sensor computations (e.g.. cloud
edge effects). Use stochastic algorithm.

3 Genermte multiple scenes given identical

meteorological input for sensitivity studies.

4 produce cloud fields in a computationally efficient
manner.

5 Generate high resolution cloud fields where Incorporate variable resolution data grid.
necessary for use in radiometric computations
and visualization (accommodate low resolution
clouds on the norizon).

6 Allow for a ,uide range of ground domain sizes Use variable resolution grid to economize on
and resolutions. memory storage requirements and simulate

scenes on fa10 o.. . 0. 10 km.. 4

7 Provide capability to generate scenes for a variety Generate fields that can be viewed from all
of sensor applications (e.g., top down, skimmer, angles. Include capability to produce scenes
au-to-air, etc.). large enough to have clouds on the horizon.

8 Produce cloud scenes representative of any user- Accept historical meteorological data as model

specified location and historical time. input.

9 Generate model output in a form that can be used Produce liquid water density fields as output.
for radiometric sensor studies (both MMW and IR
applications).

10 Integrate model with other SWOE simulation Design model with replaceable interface module.
models. Write all software in standard FORTRAN 77.

Design model to be highly modular.

11 Provide polygonalized cloud scenes to ETL for Implement polygon generation method with the
visualization, capability to simulate colored cloud scenes (for

adoitional realism).

12 Generate cloud shadow map for input to energy Provide a cloud snadow post-processoi.
balance computations.

1.2 CLOUD MODEL OVERVIEW

The enhanced cloud scene simulation model uses stochaýic field generation

techniques and knowledge of' atmospheric strutnture ar.d physics to model four-

dimensional '3 spatial and 1 temporal) cloud scenes. It sirn uhats u1) to fo1ur cloud hlVers

Ioh,. middle, high and cumulus) includcig stratifidorm, ci-ri!`oim anid cumuliform (cloud .*



types. Cloud scenes are representative (in a statistical sense) of specific environmental

conditions provided by the user in the form of sounding data and cloud layer information.

A description of the major procedures within the enhanced cloud model is provided in

Ref. 2. Here we review the model logic.

A fr-actional Brownian motion model is used to simulate the two-dimensional hori-

zontal distribution of cloud elements within each layer. We use the rescale and add (RSA)

algorithm (Ref. 3). The RSA algorithm generates a stochastic field whose character is con-

trolled by a few key model parameters. By applying a threshold to the field we can obtain a

binary (i.e., cloud/no cloud) field with the specified cloud cover. This process defines the

spatial distribution of cloud elements in the horizontal domain.

For cirriform and stratiform cloud types we build vertical structure around the

cloud elements to produce visually realistic layer formations. We simulate the internal

water density perturbation field using a four-dimensional version of the RSA model We

then convert the density perturbations to absolute liquid water content (LWC) using com-

pUtlCd '101du tk1tiCh Mida inei n L•VYi, prolle" generaten oillowing -Ref 4,

The cuinuliform model is slightly different. We use a convection model based on the I
"parcel" method (Refs. 5, 6, and 7) to simulate cunmlus formation ard growth. In brief, we

simulate cumulus• as the sum of a large number of individual parcels. Each parcel is

released from the lifting condensation level (as determined from a user-supplied meteoro-

logical sounding) with an initial upward momentum and size defined by the value ofa ran-

dom heating function. We then update the temperature, velocit', position, liquid water

content, mixing ratio, etc. of each parcel at each model time step. The heating function is

generated using the RSA fractional Brownian motion model. It may be desirable in the

future to drive thrie cumulus convection model with a user-specified heating function which

is correlated with terrain features such as cities, iakes and vegetation.

The temporal component of the enhanced cloud scene riniulation model consiste of

two parts: advection and evolution. Advection is the process of shifting the cloud with the

winds (obtained from the input sounding) and evolution involves modeling the fourth

(temporal) dimension of the internal LWC perturbation field as fractal with specified

temporal parameters. It is important to note that the advection/evolution model is

intended for short temporal periods only (on !he order of 5-.5 minutes). and that the

tenmporal model works only with the regular Cartesian output grid

4I
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1.3 ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT

This report, along with Ref. 1, documents the technical findings TASC has made
during the SWOE cloud modeling effort. Section 2 describes the unique capabilities of the
enlhaced cloud model. First, we describe the variable-resolution output grid and compare
it to the Cartesian grid. In Section 2.2 we detail the friactal algorithm that is used to
generate the spatial distribution of cloud elements and their internal density structure.
Section 2.3 focuses on the temporal component of the model. There we present a series of
consecutive images that show the evolution of a cioud field over time. We end Section 2

with an outline of the cumuiu6 convection model and a discussion of the fundamental

equations (and their parameters) that drive the convection. We also include a few
vist alizations of cumulus fields generated with the enhanced model.

Lastly, Section 3 contains a summa'y of the activities completed under the Cloud
Scene Model Deve!opment Project. I, that section we also outline recommendation. for

future additions and improvements to the cloud scene simulation model.



2. IdE ENHANCED CLOUD MODEL

2.1 THENVARIABLE-RE SOLUTION GRID

Requi- nents 6 and 7 listed in Table 1 refer to the size and resolution of th~e Output.
cloud doinaiii. In the enhanced mnodel, wve implemented a variable-resolution grid option
to satisfy both the high resolutions and the large domain sizes required by thle SWOE

programn. The vilriable-resolution grid allows the user to simillate higher resolution near
the center of the cloud domain (the region of interest) and lower resolutionu toward the
edge of the domain (the horizon) for the samne computational cost and niemiory

requirenients as a mediumi-resolution standard Cartesian grid domain.

The variable-resolution grid is based on cylindrical coordinates (r. 0, z) where radial

increments, Ar, need not be constant. F'igure I shows horizontal slices through Cartesian
and variable-resolution cylindrical grids side by side with approximately the same numn-
Ler 21, ffi w t 1 valh (Alt4- 2Adpi n. I, dI t-Anc mI en!e fi 1- (1v luinu.,TevR6

able-resolution grid is defined by the inner and outer radial resolution (Aro and ArN-1

"A JA'.,

Ax

Con stan t- Resolution Cartesian Variable- Resol uti on Cylindrical

Figure I ("onparison of a Horizontal Cro~ss-Section Through
Cartesian ind] Cylindrical Out put Grids
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where N is the number of gridpoints in the radial direction), the angular resolution (AO),

the vertical resolution (Az) and the radial extent of the model domain (Rmrax). All of these

parameters are supplied by the cloud model user as described in Ref. 2.

When radial increments are constant, the horizontal area of a grid element

increases linearly with distance r friom the center of the grid as

Areai = ri AO Ar (2.1-1)

where the subscript i is the grid element index along a radial line. For the variable-

resolution cylindrical grid, radial increments vary friom Ar0 to ArN-1 (corresponding to the

center and the edge of the grid, respectively) by the following relationshi p

where Ari = ai + b (2.1-2)

(ArN-I - Ar o) -
(N - '

b = Ar0 .

The constant "a" is positive when the resolution is higher at the center of the grid, and

negative when it is lower. For positive a, the grid element area for a variable-resolution

grid increases faster than in Eq. 2.1-1.

The number of increments in the radial dimension, N, can be found by first sum-

ining over all the radial increments as follows:
i=0

Rmwy = I Ari (2.1-3)
N-1

using Eq. 2.1-2
Ra--aN (N -1

Rnax a 2 1) + b N (2.1-4)

and solving for N gives

N 2R1 Ii (2.1-5)
(ArN-I + Aro)

Figure 2 shows a two-dimensional slice through a model-generated cloud scene on

both Cartesian and cylindrical output grids. All input parameters for the two realizations

7



Cartesian Cylindrical

"4M"

Fi.gu,"re 2 Comparisson Cr'oss Sec'tb g TA4--e l
Cloud Fields Generated on Different Output Grids

are identical with the exception of the output gri.d option. Both realizations have the same

number of gridpoints, but the cylindrical grid resolution is mnach higher at the center of

the grid than the Cartesian.

The -variable-resolution grid option is useful when higher resolution is required

near the center. It provides the user with an extra degree of control of the size and resolu-

tion of the cloud model domain. As we will see in the next section, the extra flexibility

available with the variable-resolhtion grid option necessitated a change in the fr'actal

algorithm.

2.2 THE RESCALE AND ADD ALGORITHM

The successive random additions (SRA) fractal algorithm used in the interim

model (and documented in Refs. 1 and 8) requires Cartesian grid geometry. It is one of a

family of displacement techniques that approximates fractional Brownian motion in a

region by iterative interpolation and addition of Gaussian noise over a larger region. With

the addition of the variable-resolution capability in the enhanced model, we replaced the

SRA technique with a more flexibie algorithm; the rescale and add algorithm (Ref. 3).

8
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The rescale and add (RSA) algorithm is rooted in the classical Weierstrass-Mandel- 0

brot function which has been shown to approximate fractional Brownian motion (Ref. 9).

Unlike the many displacement techniques, the RSA algorithm does not require a Carte-

sian output grid. The RSA method provides efficient point-wise evaluation of the fractal

function directly on the output grid; there are no intermediate grids or results. -

The RSA model approximates fractional Brownian motion in n dimensions as the

sum of individual "frequencies" sampled from an n-dimensional lattice of random num-

bers. The lower firequencies provide large-scale structure in the field and the higher fre- 4

quencies provide texture. Similar to the SPA algorithm, we control the character of the

resulting field by varying a few key parameters.

The RSA model implementation consists of two steps. First, initialize an

n-dimensional lattice with independent, zero-mean, normally distributed random values -

(we use unit variance, though it is not necessary). This lattice is relatively small

(40x40x10×10 in the enhanced model) and is stored in computer memory. Second,

following the RSA formula, sample the random lattice for each of the specified fr'equency

terms and sum these terms to give the value of the function at any point on the output

grid, V(x). The RSA formula i,
k,

V (_x) --- kk 1k,)] (2.2-1)Vn(20rkH

where k=k, 4

n is the number of topological diiner k4 in our implementation)
* ko and kl are the lower and upper F iation limits

H H is the Hurst parameter
r n a lacunarity parameter

* Sn[Rr1 x')] is a smooth interpi . ,t,.,o. -m the random lattice to the
position rkx . --

The lattice position, y', is relate., - put grid position, x, by the resolution

parameter which is not shown explicitly in the RSA formula.

For each term in the RSA sum, we evaluate the function f(rk:_') to determine the

interpolation location. The value of the function consists of an integer- part (0!5 d<N') and a

fractional part (0 5_ •- 1). The integer portion is computed using

di = [_rkxiJ 9odulo (Ni-1), i=1,2,...,n (2.2-2)



where Ni is the numiber of" attice gridpoints in the ith coordinate direction and " [ I
computes the integer portion of a real number. As suggested by Saupe in Ref. 3, we use a

cubic function to determine the fractional portion, TI:

'ni = Axi2 (3 - 2Axi), i=1,2,...,n. (2.2-3)
where

Axi = rkxiJ - Lrkxii.J, i=1,2, ...,n (2.2-4)

As Saupe p,)ints out, the first derivative of the cubic function is continuous, unlike the

standard linear weighting function. Although the cubic function slightly increases

cemputational time to perform interpolations, it -".lso reduces visible artifacts for a more

realistic overall field.

The implementation of the RSA formula and a discussion of the model parameters

follow immediately. Later in the section we describe the application of the RSA technique

to the enhanced cloud model and show a few results.

Implementation and Model Parameters

There are five parameters in the RSA model that control the character of the final

field. Four have been introduced directly with the RSA formula: the Hurst parameter, the

lacunarity parameter and the upper and lower summation limits. The resolution of the

lattice is the fifth parameter.

Lattice resolutvion - The resolution parameter relates the physical output grid to

the random lattice. The lattice position (x') is computed frlom the output g-id location (z) as

xi' = xi / Ri, i=1,2,...,n (2.2-5)

where Ri is the lattice resolution in the ith coordinate direction. The resolution parameter

specifies the number of output gridpoints per lattice point. Figure 3 shows the effect of

varying resolution parameters. The intensity of the field values in each image is

represented by a grey scale, where gridpoints with high numerical values are lighter, and

darker gridpoints have lower values. Each output image is 350 by 350 pixels in size. The

resolutions vary from 10 to 100 pixels/lattice point (where we use the same resolution

parameter in both the x and y coordinate directions). It is clear from the figure that the

resolution controls the spatial distribution of field values. The large-scale structure (due

10
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to the zeroth frequency band in the RSA formula) in the first image (resolution = 10 4

points/lattice point) is based on the first 36 by 36 gridpoints in the random lattice. The

zeroth frequency band in the last image (resolution = 100) uses only the first 5 by 5 lattice

points, resulting in much smoother spatial distribution. The qualitative effect of varying

the resolution paramneter in the RSA is akin to varying the lacunarity parameter in the

SRA algorithm (Ref. 1).

Summation Limits - The summation limits k0 and k1 in the RSA formula are

chosen to represent all spatial scales of the desired output field (Ref. 3). Saupe discusseq 4

selecting a value for the lower limit, k0 , to represent the largest spatial scale in the output

field, and the upper limit, k1 , the smallest scale.

For our cloud model application (and corresponding spatial scales), we found that

negative terms add almost undetectable variations to the final field. By setting ko = 0, we

achieve large-scale sizes (on the order of the resolution parameter) without the computa-
t .n.1 ...... a A-. _44ettrn.Th pe su,.m.,,,ion 1M 1r rVA"i'dt-s chosen -in order to

enable us to differentiate between adjacent gridpoints in the final field. Using k1 = 4

enables us to differentiate grid points separated by as little as 10 meters for the lacunanty

parameter and lattice resolution used in the model. The highest frequency data are

smoothly interpolated to resolutions beyond 10 meters. For applications requiring higher

resolution, the upper summation limit should be increased accordingly. 0_

Figure 4 contains images of five individual frequency terms: k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4. The

lower right image in the figure is the RSA fractal field produced by summing the 5 terms

according to Eq. 2.2-1. Each image is scaled to fill the range of 256 grey-scale colors for

visualization. The figure .'hows that each successive frequency band reaches farther into

the random lattice as prescribed by the rkx' term in Eq. 2.2-1.

Lacunarity Parameter - The lacunarity parameter in the RSA model controls dif-

ferent field characteristics than the lacunarity parameter previously described in Ref. 1

and used in the SRA algorithm. Its effects on the final fractal function are bound together

tightly with the choices of resolution parameters and summation limits, and thus are

slightly more difficult. to detect.

The lacunarity parameter, r, is used in two distinct places in the RSA formula.

First, rA multiplies X' to determine the location to interpolate from the random lattice. For

12
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k= 0 k=1

k=2 k=3

k =4 Final

Figure 4 Grey-Scale Images Showing Five Frequency Terms and the
Resulting RSA Field Generated by Summing the Terms I
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constant k, larger r values correspond to larger increment-i between evaluation points ill

the random lattice and greater variability in the texture of the final field. Smaller r values

correspond to finer increments and overall less variability. j
4

The second use for the lacunarity parameter is in the amplitude term in Eq. 2.2-1;
1/rkH, The amplitude multiplies each frequency term, producing decreasing amplitudes
for increasing frequency. For constant Hurst parameter, consecutive terms drop off more
(less) quickly for higher (lower) lacunarity parameter values.

These two effects act in concert to produce fields that vary from being smooth with
little small-scale structure (low r) to rough with greater small-scale detail (high r).

Though Saupe doesn't mention explicit limits on the value of r, we found in practice that

scenes generated with lacunarity parameters greater than 5 were almost indistinguish-
able from scenes with r=5. This is due to the rapid drop in amplitude of the higher frequen-

cies. In Figure 5 we include four grey scale images with values for the lacunarity
parameter varying from 2 to 5. We found a practical lower l•Ipi of "-2 thru ... gh ,

experimentation and familiarity with the RSA algorithm. Smaller lacunarity values can

be used if k, is increased accordingly.

Hurst Parameter - Like the lacunarity parameter, the Hurst parameter also con-
trols the amplitude of each term in the RSA sum. However, its effects on the final field are

much easier to detect. Mathematically, higher H values cause thie amplitude term in
Eq. 2.2-1 to decrease more rapidly with increasing frequency index, k. In an opposite way,

lower H values imply a more slowly decreasing amplitude term (and thus greater
influence of high frequency terms). The qualitative effects can be seen in Fig. 6 where

each image grows smoother with increasing H. We see that the qualitative effects of
variations in H are almost identical to the SRA algorithm; the large-scale structure

remains invariant with different H values, but the small-scale variability (i.e., the

roughness) of the field changes.

Application of the RSA Algorithm to the Enhanced Cloud Model

The rescale and add algorithm is used for five distinct purposes in the cloud model.

It is used to:

"• Generate the 2-d horizontal distribution of cloud elements in each layer

"* Determine the height of the cloud top at each gridpoint

14



r=2 r-3

jr, IN •

r=4 r=5

Figure 5 Sequence of Grey-Scale Images Generated With the RSA
Model with Various Values for the Lacunarity Parameter
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H =0.2 H =0.4

H =0.6 H =0.8

NN

Figure 6 Sequence of Gi ey-Scale Images Generated With the RSA
Model with Various Values for the Hurst Parameter
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* Simulate variability in the cloud base surface

# Generate the internal water density perturbation field in 4-d

* Define the random heating function to drive cumulus convection.

The first four functions are used to model stratiform and cirriform cloud types They are d
the subject of the remainder of this section. The fifth function is unique to the cumulus

model. It is discussed further in Section 2.4.

To begin the enhanced cloud model, we initialize a fou,-dimensional random lat-
tice. The four dimensions correspond to the x, y, z and time dimensions. All RSA model
computations reference values from this one lattice.

Applying our knowledge of the MSA algorithm and the structure and variability of'
cloud fields of different types, we selected values for the five model parameters for each

cloud type. With regard to summation limits (discussed above), we use ko = 0, kl = 4 in all

of the RSA functions and for all cloud types. Similarly, we use only one lacunarity
parameter value (r = 3) for all functions and cloud types. The remaining parameters: the

Hurst paran'?ter and lattice resolution provide enough flexibility to simulate fields of
widely varying characteristics, including non-isotropic cirriform cloud fields.

The lattice resolution controls the spatial scale of the model field. For example,

larger resolutions produce cloud/no cloud elements for the horizontal cloud field. Smaller

lattice resolutions are used to produce variability along the cloud base surface. Even
smaller resolutions are used to simulate the highly variable distribution of LWC within

cloud elements. Similarly, the Hurst parameter varies with cloud type and usage. "'

defined I-I values for cloud/no cloud field generation based on empirical data f ,
scientific literature (Refs. 10 and 11) and visual appearance. Hurst parant, . values i
in the simulation of the LWC perturbation field are based on our previous analys .. o.

aircraft LWC measurements (see Ref. 1) as well as visual appearance.

Figure 7 shows sample horizontal slices through 3-d cloud fields generated with the
enhanced cloud model of three cloud types: stratus, stratocumulus and cirrus. Each figure
represents an area 20 km× x20 kIm in size, where black areas correspond to no cloud and a
grey scale is used to s•how the internal density field within cloud regions. The Hurst
parameter and lattice resolution values used to generate cloud/no cloud structure within

the scenes are contained in Table 2. Notice that we use anisotropic lattice resolution to i
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Stratus Stratocumulus

Cirrus

Figure 7 A 4orizontal Slice Through Cloud Scenes of Various Types
Generated with the RSA Model (All Have 60% Cloud Cover)
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Table 2 Default Values for the Hurst Parameter and Lattice
Resolutions Used in the Generation of the Horizontal
Cloud/No Cloud Field for Various Cloud Typesr

M(1() (kni)

Stratus 0.7 bO 30

Stratocumulus 0.3 6 6

Cirrus 0.4 20 2

simulate the banded/fibrous nature of cirrus. (Recall in the interim mn'del we used aniso-

tropic lacunarity parameters for the same effect.) Different parameter, are used to simu-

late the internal density field.

Results

TPhe SRA algorithm, used in previous versions of the cloud model, was replaced to

enable point-wise evaluation of a fractal fied (needed for the variable-resolution output -

grid). Based on our experience with several fractional Brownian motion models, we chose

the RSA for its mathematical soundiess and its flexibility. We have shown two-

dimensional views of the model output data. In Figs. 8 through 10 we show three-

dimensional views of the same three cloud types. All are single layer cloud scenes with

60'W fractional coverage extending over an 10 km x 10 lun domain. We display th" scenes

as viewed frlom above and off to the side (similar to the view from an airplane window) to

show not only the horizontal distribution of cloud elements, but also their vertical

variability.

I
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St ratt. Cl(7 oud Laveri 1Proclucod with the Enhanced Cloud
M\odel (60", Ctiau C'over 10 ,10 kni HiO~zoftilI Extenit)
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Figure 9 Stratocumulus Cloud Layer "roduced with the Enhanced
Cloud Model (F60% Cloud Cover, 10 x 10 km Horizontal Extent)
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Figrure 10 Cirrus Cloud Layer Prociuced with the Enhanced (Cloud
Model (6V( Cloud Cover, 10 x 10 kn 11--izontal Extent)
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2.3 TEMPORAL EVOLUIrION

A requirement of the SWOE program is to model not only the spatial variability of

cloud fields, but a!so their temporal variability over short time periods (approximately

5-15 minutes). We model two temporal processes for cirriform and stratiform cloud types:

horizontal advection due to local winds and stochastic evolution that describes the

growth, change and decay of cloud elements. The temporal evolution of cumulus is

described in Section 2.4.

We begin this section by describing both the advection and evolution components of

the model. We then present a few temporal sequences with varying parameters and dis-

cuss the selection of those parameters.

Advection - The cloud model user provides historical weather data by means of a

sounding. The sounding meridional and zonal wind components drive the temporal advec-

tion. We assume constant wind speed and direction over the model period and horizontal

domain. In general, the model domain is larger than the output grid domain to accommo-

date the movement of clouds across the scene. The size of the domain is determined by the

maximum wind acting over the entire time period.

We use the RSA model to generate the horizontal distribution of cloud elements

over the entire scene as described previously. Upper and lower cloud surfaces are built

around each cloud element. The initial (time=O) field is independent of the wind. Each

successive output scene advects and evolves from the previous field. Winds are linearly

interpolated firom the 'ounding data to each vertical level of the cloud scene.

Each level within the cloud domain is advected based on the winds at that P-vel.

Advection affects both the outer cloud surfaces and the interior gridpoints. Figure 11

shows a schematic of a cloud surface before and after advection. The figure also shows the

relative wind vectors used to advect the surface. This process allows fbr wind shear within

a cloud layer as well as shear between layers.

Evolution -- Advection simply moves the cloud field. We also use the four-

dimensional RSA to evolve the field. The density at every interior cloud voxel is deter-

mined using the RSA formula and the 4-d random lattice. The x-y-z position of each voxel

(used to compute a position within the random lattice) takes into account shifts due to
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Wind Speed

Figure 11 Schematic Showing the Effects of Wind Shear
Within a Cloud Layer

advection. Time is specified by the number of seconds since initialization. The resolution
of the random lattice in the time coordinate is the key parameter that controls the rate of
evolution within the cloud model. A short temporal resolution implies a rapid rate of

evolution and a longer resolution implies slower change.

Results - Figures 12 and 13 present sequences of cloud scenes, one scene every 30
seconds for 4.5 minutes. Each figure shows a horizontal slice through a cloud LWC field (10
km on a side) as it changes over the period. LWC values are shown in color against a blue
background. Light grey regions represent low LWC increasing toward yellow and orange.
The areas of highest LWC are colored red. Figure 12 used a temporal lattice resolution of 2
minutes, Figure 13 used a lattice resolution of 5 minutes. Qualitative comparison of the
two sequences shows that the rate of change in the first sequence is indeed faster than in
the second. As with the spatial resolution parameters, we define the temporal lattice reso-
lution as a function of cloud type. We choose a 5 minute resolution for stratus and altostra-
tus cloud types and 2 minute for stratocumulus and altocumulus and cirriform cloud types.
The choices of temporal resolution in the enhanced model are based only on qualitative
comparison of different cloud fields and are not based on any physical cloud data. Ideally,
we would base parameter selection on analysis of observed cloud LWC data.
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2.4 THE CUMULUS MODEL.

Many models of varying complexity have been developed to simulate cumulus

convection. They range from simple bubble convection models (Ref. 12) to 3-d models that

simulate the complex dynamical and microphysical processes of cumulus clouds (Ref. 13).

Due to the computer requirements of the SWOE program, we developed a relatively

simple and efficient Lagrangian cumulus model based on the "parcel" method which

simulates fair-weather (non-precipitating) cumulus cloud fields as the sum of many

(approximately 1000) parcels of varying size and water density. Model-produced cumulus

clouds form in an atmosphere described by a user-specified meteorological sounding

containing temperature, moisture and wind information.

The model contains a few key parameters (e.g., maximum perturbation tempera-

ture, maximum parcel size, number of parcels, etc.) that are described later in this section.

Throughout development we have tried to choose parameter values that produce the most

realistic results. With continued use by other SWOE participants and testing of the cumu-

lus model with a wider variety ofenvironmental input data, we expect that some parame-

ter values may change. We designed the model to make such changes relatively painless.

Parcel convection is driven by a slowly varying heating function (a function of both

space and time) much like the time varying surface heating function discussed in Hill

(Ref. 14). However, in the enhanced model, we use the RSA algorithm to simulate heating.

The heating function is initialized from the same random reference lattice that is used

elsewhere in the model. Convection is initiated at the lifting condensation level (LCL)

computed from the user-specified input sounding. The LCL is the level at which parcels

lifted adiabatically firom the surface become saturated (i.e., the level at which the dry

adiabat and the mixing ratio line defined at the surface intersect). We use the RSA algo-

rithm to define a 3-d (space and time) perturbation temperature field at the LCL, where

perturbation is defined with respect to the ambient temperature at that level. We apply a

threshold to the RSA field that results in the desired cloud cover fraction. Values above the

threshold are linearly transformed to perturbation temperature, where the minimum

perturbation is 0.0 K and the maximum is 1.0 K. We show the effects of varying the per-

turbation temperature later in this section.

The RSA fractal model generates spatially correlated random fields with regions of

high perturbation temperatures ("hot spots") and low perturbations. We expect greater
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convection (corresponding to higher cumulus towers) at the "hot spots" in the model
domain. The variability in the heating function and the spatial distribution of the "hot
spots" is controlled by the same parameters discussed in Section 2.2, the Hurst parameter
and the lattice resolution.

Parcels are released from random locations across that portion of the model domain
with perturbation temperatures greater than zero. Parcel size is a linear function of the
perturbation temperature, where the minimum size is the minimum resolution of the out-
put domain and the maximum size is set to 1000 meters. For small output domains (less
than 10 x 10 km horizontal extent), a smaller maximum parcel size may be required.

The driving force acting on the parcels is the buoyant force. It is derived from the

hydrostatic equation using basic thermodynamic principles. The hydrostatic equation
describes the change in atmospheric pressure as a function of height. It is

z - Qg (2.4-4)

where 6p is the vertical ,')essure change across a unit volume of air, 8z is the change in
height across the volume, Q is the density of the air and g is the gravitational acceleration.

The buoyant force per unit volume on a parcel of density Qp in an environment of density

@a is written

F = (Qa - Qp)g. (2.4-2)

where we use the subscripts "p" to denote parcel and "a" to denote ambient
conditions. Using Newton's second law and the equation of state for an ideal gas, we can
solve for the vertical acceleration of a parcel in terms of its temperature. The vertical

acceleration is given by

(Tvp - Tva) (2.4-3)
a = g Tv(4

It is important to use virtual temperature, Tv, in Equation 2.4-3 to account for the
variation in density due to humidity. Virtual temperature is given by

Tv = (1 + 0.61 w) T (2.4-4)
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where w is the mixing ratio (kg water vapor / kg dry air). The approximation is due to the
fact that we use mixing ratio instead of specific humidity as a measure of water vapor

content. The mixing ratio is a function of vapor pressure, e (in millibars),

w = 0.622 x (p e e) (2.4-5)

where 0.622 is the ratio of molecular weight of water to dry air. For a saturated parcel, the

vapor pressure is found (Ref. 15) using

e = eo exp [17.67 x T/(T+ 243.5)] (2.4-6)

where eo is the saturation vapor pressure of liquid water at 0.0 0C, and T is in 'C. To find

the vapor pressure of an unsaturated parcel, replace temperature in Eq. 2.4-6 with

dewpoint temperature.

The nidel uses the equations above, along with many other supporting relation-

ships, to solve for the position and state (i e., mixing ratio, temperature, etc.) of each parcel

as a function of time. Parcels are initially released with upward velocity equal to zero. (A
non-zero initial velocity may be more appropriate, though we did not simulate that aspect

of parcel heating in this version of the cumulus model.) The model solves Eq. 2.4-3 exactly

for the acceleration of the parcel (and thus the position) at each time step. Parcel tempera-

ture is updated by solving for the wet or dry adiabatic lapse rates depending on whether

the parcel is saturated or unsaturated, respectively. The dry adiabatic lapse rate is

Fdry = (-d-) __-9g (2.4-7)Fdry • Z \d ntsat C p

where g, the gravitational acceleration, is a function of hlight, and C,) is the specific heat at

constant pressure. This equation assumes that there is no heat transfer between the

parcel and the surrounding environment and that the parcel is in equilibrium with its
surroundings (i.e., pp = Pa).

The saturated adiabatic lapse rate accounts for the release of latent heat which ac-
companies condensation as the saturated parcel rises through the atmosphere. (Likewise,

absorption of latent heat during evaporation on descent.) The saturation lapse rate can be
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found (approximately, see Ref. 6) as a function of temperature and saturation mixing

ratio, w,;, from the following

rwet (- - t -L IF+ + LcwT - (2.4-8)

\dZ/ Cp L 1 JJL c Wý2J

where

"* L is the latent heat of vaporization (a slowly varying function of
temperature)

"* Rma is the specific gas constant for dry air

* R1 w is the specific gas constant for water vapor.

The ambient temperature and dewpoint temperature, mixing ratio, etc. are also updated

at each time step. Ambient temperatures are interpolated directly from the input

sounding.

Up to this point we have not considered the effects ofinixing with the environment oil
parcel convection. Mixing with the cooler, drier environmental air reduces the parcel buoy-

ancy and the maximum cloud top height. The temperature of the parcel after entrainment,

Ta', is the weighted average of the parcel and ambient air temperatures, Tp and Ta, respec-

tively. If the mass of the parcel is denoted mp and ma is the mass of air entrained, Tp' is

T (m,:T,) + mal'a) (2.4-9)

TP (rap + mI).

Likewise, the mixing ratio after entrainment, wp', is the weighted average of the mixing

ratio of the parcel and the ambient air

S(mpWp + m ) (2.4-10)
Wp = (rfp + inn).

As the parcel "dries out" by entrainment, more water must evaporate to keep the

parcel saturated. The evaporation serves to cool the parcel even further through
absorption of latent heat. Thus entrainment has a double effect on decreasing the

temperature (and the buoyancy) of a parcel: first,the parcel cools due to mixing with cooler
air and second, the parcel cools due to resaturation.

The mass of air entrained over any time period can be calculated by assuming a

constant entrainment rate, E. E is given in terms of % mass increase per 100 Ilob.
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Following Ref. 16, we use a value of 100%/100lrb. Tht is, a parcel will entrain its entire

mass over a 100 mb ascent (eo" descent).

The mixing process that takes place in cumulus growth is complex and not well

known. In general, greater entrainment occurs near cloud edges and less in the interior of
the cloud where the air is shielded from the environment. It is also true that the rate of en-

trainment changes with time in the cumulus cycle. Neither of these effects are currently

accounted for in the mixing portion of the cloud model.

Results and Sensitivity Tbsts - In this section wý, include graphs that trace the ver-

tical position of individual parcels as a function of initial perturbation temperature and

entrainment rate. Saturated parcels originate at the LCL and rise through the atmo-

sphere following a moist adiabat (modified by entrainment) until they cool below the

ambient temperature. At that point, the parcels are negatively buoyant and fall back

through the atmosphere warming as they fall and becoming unsaturated. Parcels are

traced as they rise and fall repeatedly. A parcel becomes "inactive" once it hits the ground
and another is released from the LCL to replace it.

Figure 14 shows 4 parcel paths (vertical motion only) where each parcel has a dif-
ferent initial perturbation temperature. We can see that the parcel with the highest tem-

perature reaches the highest altitude. Not only does it have the highest apex, but it also

reaches its apex quicker than the others. The damping of the vertical motion over time is

due to entrainment.

The second figure (Fig. 15) shows three parcels with equal initial pertulrbation tem-

perature (0.5 K), but differing entrainment rates. The entrainment rates vary from 50/1 to

200% mass increase per 100 mb. As one would suspect, the higher entrainment rates lead

to greater damping and lower overall cloud top height.

At any time a snapshot of the cloud field reveals parcels at various points along
their paths. The 3-d output field is generated by stepping through the output grid, identi-

fying all parcels that overlap each gridpoint. A parcel overlaps a gridpoint if the magni-

tude of the three-dimensional vector fr'om the center of the grid volume to the x-y-z center

of the parcel is less than or equal to the size of the parcel (recall that parcel size is a func-

tion of the initial perturbation temperature). The sum of all the parcels produces a density

field. We convert the density field to LWC following Feddes' method (Ref. 4) as with the cir-

riform and stratiform cloud types.
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Figure 14 Vertical Position as a Function of Time for 4 Parcels with
Different Initial Perturbation .miperatures

Figures 16 and 17 show one cumulus cloud layer at two separate times. The first
figure corresponds to the initial (time = 0) field. Just. as in t-he cirriforin and stratiforni
mnodel, it does not contain the effects of horizontal wind advection. Figure 17 shows the
samne cloud field 3 minutes later (and includes advection effects). Horizontal winds alone,
interpolated fr-om the input sounding to the parcel height at each time step, are used to
determine the hon:.ontal motion of the parcels. The two cloud fields in Figs. 16 and 17
were generated on SUN 41370 in approximately 4 minutes.

4
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3. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

3.1 SUtMiEiARY

The enhanced cloud scene simulation model, developed under the SWOE program,

is an efficient and portable tool to generate multi-layer cloud scenes containing

stratiform, cirriform and cumuliform cloud types. Cloud scenes consist of 4-d fields of

LWC values and may be used as input to other SWOE models such as those for thermal

and radiative transfer.

This report describes four aspects of the enhanced cloud model that were developed

since delivery of the interim model: variable-resolution output grid, new fractional Brow-

nian motion algorithm, temporal evolution and a cumulus convection model. This report

also contains sample visualizations of cloud model output for a variety of differing model

parnarnters.

In the Interim Technical Report, we described the ov erall model design and devel-

opment process. We detailed the major model function- and discussed two supporting

software packages that use cloud model output fields: one to generate a binary (shadow/no

shadow) map for a user-specified date, time and location, and a second to convert 3-d LWC

fields to culored polygons to use in scene visualization. That document also presented

results from qualitative analysis of aircraft measurements of LWC and comparisons with

model-produced data. Taken together, the two reports document technical findings and

development made during the cloud scene model development project.

3.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

Throughout model development we emphasized a highly modular software design

that riould not only accommodate maintenance of the cloud model, but also allow for

future growth. Below we list a few recom-nendations for validation of the current cloud

model and suggestions for future growth.

Validate Curreni Model and Parameters - Limited validation of the cloud model

was performed previously in the project and reported in Ref. 1. In that study we compared
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model-produced data with aircraft measurements taken near the Hunter-Liggett,

California SWOE demonstration site. Results of the comparison were promising, showing

good qualitative agreement between the model and measured LWC data. We were able to

tune the SRA model parameters to emulate the internal variability of the observed data

that followed approximately fractional Brownian motion. A larger 'ralidation effort is
required to study the appropriateness of a Mim model to simulate other cloud types and

clouds from different regions.

Likewise, we recommend comparing the model-produced spatial distribution of

cloud element, and their shapes and characteristics with satellite data as a means to

obtain improved estimates for the Hurst and resolution parameters that control the cloud/

no cloud field generation. Estimates are currently based on studies found in the literature

(e.g., Ref 10) and visual evaluation of cloud fields.

Evaluate Alternative Field-Generation Algorithms - To incorporate the variable-

resolution capability in the enhanced cloud model, it was necessary to replace the SRA

algorithm with another algorithm that allows point-wise field evaluation. Several models

were considered (turning bands (Ref 17), Boehm sawtooth wave (Ref. 18), etc.), but only

one, the RSA model, was implemented due to time considerations. We chose the RSA

model because it had been shown to approximate fBm (like the SRA algorithm) and it was

highly efficient and flexible. Future model development could involve evaluating alterna-

tive models, fBm models or otherwise, for efficiency and suitability to simulate LWC dis-

tributions. An important part of that evaluation would be both qualitative and quantita-

tive comparison of model-produced data with LWC measurements.

Extend Cumulus Model - The cumulus model simulates visually realistic cloud

scenes with great efficiency and necessarily, many simplifying assumptiors. In the future,

modifications to the cumulus model that would not require great increases in computa-

tional time could include: introducing a more sophisticated treatment of the entrainment

model to account for parcel interactions and the temporal life-cycle of cumulus fields and

adding a precipitation model for greater realism

A higher level of sophistication could be added by reformulating the current model,

which is based on hydrostatic stability alone, to include the equations of motion (including
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viscosity and diffusion terms) and the continuity equation as ordinary diflerential equa-

tions (ODEs). We could then employ one of the many available ODE solvers to find the

position and state of parcels as a function of time.

Model Precipitation and Humidity Fields - The enhanced cloud model was

developed specifically to simulate cloud fields. Future efforts could expand the fundamen-

tal field generation capabilities developed under this project to simulate corresponding

humidity and precipitation fields as well. Through analyzing empirical data, we could

fine-tune the model parameters to synthesize cloud moisture based on a variety of data

sources (e.g., radar echoes, satellite data, rawinsonde, etc.).

Model radiative properties --- A natural extension of the cloud modeling work is

integration with existing radiative transfer codes (e.g., LOWTRAN7). A goal of the

integration would be to use the high-resolution cloud fields generated with the cloud

model to enable high-resolution radiative computations. To offset the increases in com-10 " I eG" w,,a1ee, , -,0,4,
putational time due to the increased resolutin, we. could emply variable-resolution data

structures (octrees, quadtrees, etc.) and efficient ray-tracing methods developed for visu-

alization of semi-transparent media.

Future efforts could also include modeling drop-size distributions along with the
water density fields that the model currently produces. The model distributions could

then be used in cloud scene visualization in different wavelength bands (e.g., infrared,

millimeter wave and visible). A ray tracing technique could be used to visuaize the cloud

scenes taking into account transmission, attenuation and other radiative properties of the

cloud field.
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